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Caryn Ann,

We're thrilled to usher in a new era with the launch of the revamped LP
News! What was once a periodic newsletter has transformed into a
dynamic 24/7 hub for all things Libertarian. Brace yourselves for a fresh
face, real-time updates, and a space that buzzes with the latest initiatives
and principles driving our movement.

In a world dominated by duopoly talking points, we're taking the initiative to
redefine the narrative. The LP News, in its new avatar, becomes our
platform to set the tone of conversation on liberty topics and positively
influence the cultural dialogue. This is more than a newsletter; it's a
dynamic chalkboard where the public can easily find us, understand our
worldview, and witness the incredible efforts Libertarians are making in
their communities.

In short, it is curated selection of libertarians doing libertarian things. What
can you expect?

Real Stories, Real Libertarians: Discover how fellow card-carrying
Libertarians are championing freedom and individual rights in their
communities.

Engaging with Voters: Share stories of how we're actively engaging
with voters, communities, and government, exemplifying our
philosophy through action.

A Viable Third Option: In the battle for hearts and minds, let's
showcase the Libertarian Party as the viable third option that
embraces freedom and prosperity through peaceful, respectful
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governance, and share with the world the wonderful things our broad
community does to improve their own local communities. 

How You Can Get Involved:

Explore the New LP News: news.lp.org

Share Your Stories: We want to hear from you! Share your libertarian
endeavors, initiatives, and success stories here: news.lp.org/article-
submission/

Spread the Word: Let's make some noise! Share the LP News with friends,
family, and anyone looking for a fresh perspective on current events.

The biggest benefit to this new format is we no longer have to wait
extended periods to publish current news. Let's get a steady stream of
articles incoming and make this site a melting pot of libertarian ideas.

As we step into 2024, let's celebrate the stories of liberty, engagement, and
progress. The LP News is not just reporting news; it's making news. Join us
in this exciting journey and let's show the world that Libertarians are not
just talking about change – we're actively creating it.

In liberty and anticipation,

The Libertarian National Committee

READ MORE
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Dear Historical,

We're thrilled to usher in a new era with the launch of the revamped LP
News! What was once a periodic newsletter has transformed into a
dynamic 24/7 hub for all things Libertarian. Brace yourselves for a fresh
face, real-time updates, and a space that buzzes with the latest initiatives
and principles driving our movement.

In a world dominated by duopoly talking points, we're taking the initiative to
redefine the narrative. The LP News, in its new avatar, becomes our
platform to set the tone of conversation on liberty topics and positively
influence the cultural dialogue. This is more than a newsletter; it's a
dynamic chalkboard where the public can easily find us, understand our
worldview, and witness the incredible efforts Libertarians are making in
their communities.

In short, it is curated selection of libertarians doing libertarian things. What
can you expect?

Real Stories, Real Libertarians: Discover how fellow card-carrying
Libertarians are championing freedom and individual rights in their
communities.

Engaging with Voters: Share stories of how we're actively engaging
with voters, communities, and government, exemplifying our
philosophy through action.

A Viable Third Option: In the battle for hearts and minds, let's
showcase the Libertarian Party as the viable third option that
embraces freedom and prosperity through peaceful, respectful
governance, and share with the world the wonderful things our broad
community does to improve their own local communities. 

How You Can Get Involved:

Explore the New LP News: news.lp.org

Share Your Stories: We want to hear from you! Share your libertarian
endeavors, initiatives, and success stories here: news.lp.org/article-
submission/

Spread the Word: Let's make some noise! Share the LP News with friends,
family, and anyone looking for a fresh perspective on current events.
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The biggest benefit to this new format is we no longer have to wait
extended periods to publish current news. Let's get a steady stream of
articles incoming and make this site a melting pot of libertarian ideas.

As we step into 2024, let's celebrate the stories of liberty, engagement, and
progress. The LP News is not just reporting news; it's making news. Join us
in this exciting journey and let's show the world that Libertarians are not
just talking about change – we're actively creating it.

In liberty and anticipation,

The Libertarian National Committee

READ MORE
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